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WEO new
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 Worldwide demand of energy is growing and will continue to do so

for the next decades to come
 Serious concern regarding the sustainability of the current and

future pattern of energy consumption.
 GEOSS provides chances for enhanced input data to energy

system modeling and life cycle assessment
 Create use cases for GEOSS for this purpose
 Enhance energy system modeling with respect to renewables
M. Schaap
Fossil Fuel pilot
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EnerGEO develops a strategy for a global assessment of
current and future impacts of the exploitation of energy
resources on the environment and ecosystems based
on the use of the Global Earth Observation System of
Systems (GEOSS) capacities. This strategy is
demonstrated for a variety of energy resources worldwide
(fossil fuels, biomass, solar and wind energy).
EnerGEO combines:
1. Existing energy system models and models capable
of assessing and forecasting environmental impacts and
costs of energy exploitation
2. Existing global earth observation datasets from
which energy potentials as well as environmental
indicators are derived in order to quantify changes to
environmental quality
M. Schaap
Fossil Fuel pilot
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http://energeo.researchstudio.at/
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SB-05 Impact Assessment of Human Activities
C1. Tools and Information for Impact
Assessment and Energy Policy Planning
• Develop a modelling platform that will enable
planners and governments to forecast and monitor
the environmental impact of changes in the energy
mix
• Integrate Earth observation data with state-of-the-art
modelling tools to calculate socio-economic impacts
and environmental costs

C2. Impact Monitoring System for GeoResource Exploration and Exploitation

EN-01 Energy and Geo-Resources Management
Develop products and services required to assess
countries' potential for energy production. Foster the
use of Earth observation and information in energypolicy planning
Develop a Bio-Energy Atlas for Africa to provide
information on the quantity, distribution, usage, and
quality of biomass. Provide Net Primary Production data
and bio-energy potential prognosis maps at 1 km
resolution from the year 2000 onwards. Derive
assessments of vegetation-cover degradation or
changes (see also SB-02, SB-03)
Encourage training of decision-makers at all relevant levels
for interpreting relevant data and products

Beyond ENERGEO
 Further improve the modelling system
 Expansion to other energy carriers
 Further expansion to (local) impacts of renewable
energy resources
 Further expand to global scale
 Further integrate and optimize components

 Integration of scenarios for power sector to
those of other sectors like transport and
industry
 Improve potential assessment and impact
monitoring by further using GEOSS

SB-05-C1
Expected Achievements by 2015

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deriving European (and global) maps of energy potentials for biomass, solar and
wind.
Building a modeling framework that incorporates the potential maps into energy
models and subsequently integrated impact assessment models.
Testing the current integrates assessment methodology for replacing fossil fuels
by renewable energy sources.
Building a platform for making a multi-indicator environmental impact assessment
of alternative energy scenarios
Applying the modeling framework to three scenarios illustrating the capacity
developed in the project.
Building economic siting applications for solar energy combining potential maps
and life cycle analysis.
Building modular site-specific model based on Life Cycle Assessment for wind
energy combining potential maps and life cycle analysis.
Contributions to the development of Bio-Energy Atlas for Africa.
Providing a portal to disseminate data sets within GEOSS.
Contributions to AIP-5.
Demonstrating monitoring applications for changing atmospheric composition due
to fuel combustion and land subsidence due to mining.
Disseminating experiences through dedicated summer schools and other actions
throughout the world.

